SUMMER [IN]STITUTE IN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN [ENV DES 2]
Director: David Orkand [davidorkand@berkeley.edu]

July 5 – August 12, 2022

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Summer [IN]STITUTE is an immersive, six-week program consisting of four disciplinary cohorts:

[IN]ARCH – An architecture program for post-baccalaureates with no previous experience in environmental design.

[IN]ARCH ADV – An intermediate architecture program for undergraduates who are in their final years of an architecture program, or have already earned an undergraduate degree in architecture.

[IN]CITY – An introductory program in sustainable city planning for post-baccalaureates with no previous experience in environmental design.

[IN]LAND – An introductory program in landscape architecture for post-baccalaureates with no previous experience in environmental design.

GSI POSITION DESCRIPTION:

The Summer [IN]STITUTE invites current students within the CED to apply for GSI positions within the four disciplinary cohorts outlined above. The number of positions available for each program will be dependent on enrollment numbers. Part-time positions may also become available as the need requires.

Full-time GSIs are expected to be available Monday–Friday for up to 30 hours per week in person instruction. GSIs will assist the Academic Leads within the studio environment and be responsible for, among other things: additional studio support, media instruction, and design critique. GSIs must also have a working knowledge of Rhino and the Adobe Suite. Classes will be taught in person, with possible fieldtrips and office visits on Fridays.